relocation to an archive. The narrator's sense that, physical desire aside, Franz most probably believed "daß es mir an mehr mangelte als an der Erinnerung von Kirchenliedern" (185) increases after Franz travels to Scotland with his wife and describes Hadrian's wall, the one-time border between the Romans and the barbarians, as a metaphor for the events of recent German history. The narrator, by analogy, belongs on the side of the barbarians.
Jealous, insecure, passionately in love, the narrator takes as her motto the words of Kleist's Penthesilea, "Dich zu gewinnen oder umzukommen" (133) . She admits that, in contrast to Franz, an etymologist who researches the orderly world of ants, the "Unzähmbarkeit" of her feelings is as primitive as the dinosaur. As in Stille Zeile sechs (1991) , Maron blurs the line between victim and perpetrator: in the novel's disturbing conclusion the reader discovers the extent to which the narrator's destructive thoughts, words and actions put an end to the relationship. The novel answers the question of how the relationship fell apart, but leaves the reader wondering exactly what drove the narrator to destroy that which was so precious to her. It may have been jealousy. But perhaps the narrator also feared loosing her identity, just as had happened to her mother when her father returned from the war, and to East Germany following its "unification" with the West?
The strength of Animal triste lies in Maron's wit and irony, her ability to weave together the narrator's sober, unsentimental observations of herself and others with moving scenes from everyday life. It also lies in the novel's resistance to easy interpretation: it is more than a love story, more than a metaphor for German unification, more than a simple story of oppressor and oppressed. Since her wellreceived first work Flugasche (1981), Maron's writing has become more complex, her characters more resistant to identification and classification. This, in the end, is what makes Animal triste so much more than an intriguing love story. This quote found on the jacket of Die Andersdenkende not only portrays Schubert's stance toward the GDR, it directs the reader toward her unconditional embrace of unification. This volume of stories, essays, documentary material and speeches was assembled as a testament to Stalinist bureaucratic repression of GDR citizens. It functions to document Schubert's position as Andersdenkende in the GDR. Die Andersdenkende presents a Schubert who systematically distanced herself from the GDR state and from the so-called failed intelligentsia whose goal it was to reform it.
Lisabeth Hock
The volume opens with selections from the 1970s, most of which were not published in the GDR. Foremost are two stories, "Mildernder Umstand," and "Frühere Standpunkte" both of which appeared in Das Verbotene Zimmer (1982) , published by Luchterhand, but were suppressed in the GDR publication of the same collection, Blickwinkel (1984) . Both stories have as a theme the psychological struggle of the Andersdenkende with ideological manipulation. In one case ("Mildernder Umstand"), the narrative psyche loses out to resignation in a dream-sequence echoing Kafka's Der Prozess in which guilt is never directly charged, but assumed. In the other ("Frühere Standpunkte"), the youthful psyche mocks the petty bureaucracy, yet learns accommodation in order to survive. The psychological duress posited in these fictional pieces is given factual substantiation by numerous Stasi documents detailing surveillance of Schubert and declined applications for travel to the West.
In two interviews with GDR citizens, "Eine geheime Biographie" and "Die Andersdenkende," Schubert aims to expose inconsistencies in thought and language created by Stalinist ideology. Both interviewees would have been considered respected members of the GDR, but Schubert constructs their narratives in a light that casts them as ideologues duped by the heroism of their anti-fascist past. In "Die Andersdenkende," for example, Schubert focuses on the irony of a GDR judge who defends her judgments by claiming for herself a sense of justice that mediated the obdurant application of law. In "Eine geheime Biographie," the heroism of the interviewee is juxtaposed to her subordination to (and fear of) an unnamed superior. Both interviews recollect Schubert's work in Judasfrauen, both in style and in the conservative conflation of Stalinism, fascism and the GDR. This lack of differentia-
